Usb web camera wiring diagram

If I buy something, I want to get my money out of it. How goes that saying about difference
between trash and treasure? Anyway, Webcam and dual microphone module part number
spares part number is one of two types of webcams I have come across so far. If the computer
isn't given to me, I can't tear it apart for smaller parts inside. HP's are know for bad main board
solder and I have several. If you are an Instructables person, you should already have a large,
adjustable table magnifying glass. In this step flip over the module and look for any writing. In
this case, TP no, not toilet paper! Test Point, you silly Wrabbit! Next take out the handy-dandy
multimeter and put one lead on the brass circle and check continuity with the other TP's. TP18
is the winner! So TP 18 is the ground. One down, 5 to go did I forget to mention this has 6 pins
on the connector? To the immediate right of the camera lens, is a chip with a pink dot and 8
pins. This chip is a Pm25LV and you can read it if you hold the PCB with the white connector to
the right opposite from the first image with the connector on the left side. Why is the pink chip
Important, you ask? It is a chip that you can cross reference online and get a PDF of the
datasheet which tells you it is a 3. So, holding the PCB with the white connector to the left,
again, the Flash memory 3. Between the white connector and the camera you can see a very
small, yellow-colored LED. Between the LED and the camera is a rectangular silk-screen with
the negative and positive terminals printed. OK I took a wild ass guess the two wires on the
cable plugged into the white connector are twisted really tight, like you find on twisted pair data
cables! Now with my Acer, it already has a webcam in it and has a default software package. Go
to the tools section of the software and look for the name of your new USB webcam Remember I
told you to remember what it is called! Once it is working through the software, the LED will
light up and you can start recording and save or just look at the video that comes across. The
last picture you see zip ties holding the cable to the back of the PCB and trailing off to the
opposite end from the white connector. This does two things: 1 Helps keep the strain off the
solder joints of your cable and 2 makes you hold the cable to the left. Why left??? It's because
you are now behind the camera lens that you used to look into. If you hold the cable to the right,
you video image will be upside down! Now, I don't get on the computer too much but I will do
my best to answer questions. If you attach a picture and have a question, remember, If you
cannot get a close look at it before you post it, I wont either so verify yout picture is legible.
Question 3 months ago on Step 3. I followed the instructions and the camera worked perfectly.
What about audio, is it possible to use the mic on the Webcam? Question 7 months ago. Can
you please tell me how to connect wires if the camera has: A brown wire, blue and grey twisted ,
Green wire, And another grey USB cable has the following colours; Red, black, green and white.
Will you pls tell me how to connect the wires.? Reply 7 months ago. First off, my Instructable
was never about telling you the wire colors and what they mean. It is about taking known part
numbers of the components and from the components datasheet, extract the ground pin and
the positive pin. The Datasheet will also indicate what voltage. The thing to remember is not all
manufacturers use the same color codes. Question 9 months ago on Introduction. Hi there based on this writeup i bought a new webcam board ebay looks identical same product number
but they now don't have those 6 solder points exposed. Instead there's a 6-pin micro connector.
The bottom of the board is covered with an insulating black paint-like layer. I took that off but
only see the microscopic points where the connector's pins meet the board. So, after all this
time searching, I found this document that I drew up while sorting out the pin numbers as to
their function. I cannot find my original project. Answer 9 months ago. I've rearranged my shop
space and don't have ready access to that project at this time. I started doing just that by
researching the component datasheet PDFs and checked continuity between the chips' outputs
to the connector. Also, don't forget that the big circles on the underside are grounds! Hey, my
webcam has more than four wires is there a way to make the mic work too or is it not possible.
Idk i was thinking of pluging it into the two data wires. Reply 11 months ago. With the camera
operating I haven't figured this one out myself I would suspect when you talk, you would then
see audio wares on your meter. I made several of the USB cameras, but didn't do anything with
the mics. I may have to research more and try to do another Instructable similar to this one.
Keep me posted if you can resolve this addition. Question 12 months ago. I have a webcam
from an acer aspire took form a working laptop but how can i make it work on usb? Reply 12
months ago. So, what it is from is not as important as what the module looks like. Can you
upload a few pictures? But considering I spent 7 hours Google searching and YouTubing while I
had this open on another tab from the start mind you , only to realize not only did you have
basically the same model, but more importantly taught me some great fundamental
investigative techniques, I thank you and applaud this write up. Great job. Lovely project. I liked
it much as you do. Atleast we can use the busted laptop's built-in camera somehow. A year ago
I salvaged a similar module, but broke it in the process of reverse engineering the connections.
Be sure I get back to this when I get the chance to tear down another notebook. Well, we already

figured out the ground, TP Two down and 4 more to go. I plugged it into a USB port and this is
what I saw! You can then get a feel for how close you can get with the lens as far as clarity of an
image. Thank You and Have Fun! Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Mars
Clock by prdassonville in Clocks. Answer Upvote. Jiyaiham Question 7 months ago. Reply
Upvote. I have to admit I almost went blind cringing at at the TP joke. SaleemA20 4 years ago.
Thanks for sharing this article. Nice instructable. You should think about entering this into the
First Time Authors contest. Electrical Engineering Stack Exchange is a question and answer
site for electronics and electrical engineering professionals, students, and enthusiasts. It only
takes a minute to sign up. Supposedly this webcam has a USB interface according to a manual see bottom of page I would like to know what I would need to do to connect this board picture of
connector pins to a computer. One of the more common things in the last decade is laptop and
some desktop producers using usb as a catch all bus, instead of dedicated hardware for
peripherals. Instead of designing and including sometimes space intensive hardware for many
parts, they just design with bridges with a few usb ports in mind, and hubs to expand them. Lets
them reuse the same mainboard for multiple models in a modular design. Okay, so no picture
needed. Aside from the obvious label on the back, some googling confirmed that the camera
has no onboard regulator. This makes it slightly harder to use than just wiring it up to a spare
cable. It's not lvds for all, just a combined flex cable. That camera module uses USB, with
standard drivers. But instead of using 5v, and then regulating it down as needed, it expects to
be powered by 3. Without a manufacturer schematic or detailed parts list, we can't tell if it is 5v
tolerant, and should assume it is not. Those can be wired directly to the matching cables on a
spare USB cable Either cut off the end or find one that does it for you. Colors might not be the
same, always check with a multimeter. Shield Ground could be omitted if needed, the computer
you plug it into should have it connected on that end, but I suggest connecting it anyway. The
3v3 line is harder. As stated, you should not connect 5v directly to it, you will fry something.
You have to bring that 5v down. From best to simplest option:. A LDO would be recommended,
especially if you are worried about perfection or your investment. Or you can go with simple
and maybe a bit daring. A standard signal diodes will at a moderate current draw, drop 0. Two in
series with 5 volts in will drop 1. This is a very basic option, and not guaranteed to work, but is
not unheard of Especially usb bluetooth devices that do this, or for V-USB attiny projects or
msp usb projects. Examples of this being done without the 3. Summary: This is not a common,
but trivial mod. Connect USB 5v to regulator circuit to bring to 3. Install Drivers. I know that this
is a relatively old thread, I just tripped over it whilst doing some research. It does get slightly
warm when in use. Sign up to join this community. The best answers are voted up and rise to
the top. Asked 8 years ago. Active 15 days ago. Viewed 40k times. Improve this question.
Graham Laming. Graham Laming Graham Laming 1 1 gold badge 1 1 silver badge 5 5 bronze
badges. Perhaps omnivision or someone else has something. Otherwise, FPGA would be the
way to go, but this is a lot of work. Same with some internal bluetooth modules, or mini-card
interfaces which break out to usb. Should be able to help. Just wanted to make the OP aware
that it might be a large time investment. Show 1 more comments. Active Oldest Votes. Your
question: Okay, so no picture needed. Improve this answer. Dave Tweed k 15 15 gold badges
silver badges bronze badges. Passerby Passerby 64k 5 5 gold badges 72 72 silver badges
bronze badges. Add a comment. The output from the kernel log when connected to a linux
machine looks like: [ Has pinouts silk-screened on the rear of the PCB, which makes things
easier. Passerby 64k 5 5 gold badges 72 72 silver badges bronze badges. Greg Greg 21 1 1
bronze badge. Some are 3. So it varies. Is there a way to check what voltage is allowed? Do you
know by any chance the name of the onboard, small 5pin connector? The Overflow Blog.
Podcast How to use interference to your advantage â€” a quantum computingâ€¦. Level Up:
Mastering statistics with Python â€” part 2. Upcoming Events. Featured on Meta. Opt-in alpha
test for a new Stacks editor. Visual design changes to the review queues. Linked 1. Related 3.
Hot Network Questions. Question feed. The majority of them utilize USB cable. The cable can be
used to transfer information from 1 device to another. In addition, it can connect device to a
power supply for charging purpose. Knowledge on representing parts of USB is going to aid
consumer in finding out which component that should be fixed. For crafty users who wish to
build their own USBs, this diagram will serve as a principle. USB cable is known to be a serial
bus. The cable consists of four layered wires. The remaining two cables are for information
signals. They are called Dand D. There are four types of data rates in USB cable. The initial one
is Low Rate with transfer speed approximately 1. Complete speed has transfer speed of
approximately 12 Mbit per second There is also Hi-Speed data transport speed around Mbit per
second. The Super rate rate goes past that with transport rate of Mbit per second. In order to
construct a USB cable, then you need to collect these substances. Typically it uses black,
green, red and white wire colours. Black wire serves as ground, exactly like in every other

apparatus. The red one is for positive cable with DC ability of 5 volts. Green and white serve as
information cable with green indicates negative and white as positive. If you are using Cat-5
cable subsequently take only four of the cables with colours defined as in the last part. Utilize
the solid wires, instead of the ones that are stripped. Strip to a centimeter from the ends.
Following that, pay for the entire cables with large skillet tube. Each wire must also be coated
by smaller shrink tubing. The following part is also essential in the process of making USB
cable. Being neat as you can in this process is quite important. First, the electrical meter ought
to be put into Ohm setting. Match both ends until the meter creates a noise that indicates
circuit. Once that happens, it is time to solder each wire into their various pieces. Twist the
cables with shrink tube also. Once the USB cable was fully created, now is the time to test this
tool. User can check if the cable may help charging digital device that supports USB
connection. Attempting out the cable to check its data transfer capability can be highly
recommended. Additionally, it may help consumer building their very own USB cable according
to particular requirements, such as speed and cable length. Hopefully, this information will be
placed to a fantastic use! Most of them utilize USB cable. The cable can be utilized to transfer
information from 1 apparatus to another. It can also link device toâ€¦. The cable can be utilized
to transfer information from one apparatus to another. It can also link device to a power source
for charging functionâ€¦. Wiring Diagram Usb Camera â€” There are numerous types of
electronics on the market. The majority of them use USB cable. The cable can be used to
transfer data from 1 device to another. In addition, it can link device to a power source forâ€¦.
Usb Headset Wiring Diagram. The majority of them utilize USB cable. The cable can be used to
transfer information from 1 apparatus to another. In addition, it can link device to a power
source for charging purpose. The diagram to get USB cable can help when there is an issue
with it. Knowledge on representing parts of USB is going to assist user in finding out that part
that must be adjusted. For crafty users who want to construct their own USBs, this diagram will
serve as a principle. USB cable is also known to be serial bus. The cable is composed of four
threaded wires. Meanwhile, the remaining two cables are for data signals. There are four kinds
of data levels in USB cable. The initial one is Low Speed with transfer speed about 1. The Super
Speed rate goes beyond that with transfer speed of Mbit per second. To be able to build a USB
cable, then you need to collect these materials. Typically it uses black, black, white and red
cable colors. Black cable serves as ground, just like in any other device. The red one is to get
sure wire with DC power of 5 volts. Green and white function as data cable with green indicates
white and negative as positive. If you are using Cat-5 cable subsequently take just four of those
cables with colors defined as in the previous part. Utilize the solid wires, instead of the ones
that are stripped. Strip about a centimeter in the endings. Following that, pay for the entire
cables with big shrink tubing. Each cable must also be covered by smaller shrink tube. The next
part is also critical in the process of making USB cable. It is soldering the wires into the
connector on a finish. Being neat as possible in this procedure is quite significant. After the first
end was completed, it is time to proceed to the other one. To begin with, the electric meter
should be put into Ohm setting. Match both ends till the meter creates a sound that indicates
closed circuit. Once that occurs, it is the right time to solder each wire in their respective
pieces. Layer the cables with shrink tubing too. User may check whether the cable may help
charging electronic device that supports USB connection. Attempting out the cable to check its
information transfer capability can be highly suggested. In addition, it can help person building
their own USB cable according to particular requirements, such as rate and cable length.
Hopefully, this information will be placed to a good use! Most of them utilize USB cable. The
cable can be utilized to transfer information from 1 apparatus to another. It can also link device
toâ€¦. The cable can be utilized to transfer information from one apparatus to another. It can
also link device to a power source for charging functionâ€¦. Wiring Diagram Usb Camera â€”
There are numerous types of electronics on the market. The majority of them use USB cable.
The cable can be used to transfer data from 1 device to another. In addition, it can link device to
a power source forâ€¦. Usb Camera Wiring Diagram. Most of them utilize USB cable. The cable
can be utilized to transfer information from 1 device to another. In addition, it can connect
device to a power sourceâ€¦. Most of them use USB cable. The cable may be used to transfer
data from one apparatus to another. It can also connect device to a power source forâ€¦. The
majority of them use USB cable. The cable can be used to transfer information from 1 device to
another. In addition, it can connect device to aâ€¦. Usb Battery Charger Wiring Diagram â€”
There are several kinds of electronic gadgets available on the market. The cable may be utilized
to transfer data from one apparatus to another. In addition, it can link device to a powerâ€¦. It
can also connect device to a power supply for chargingâ€¦. The cable can be utilized to transfer
data from one apparatus to another. In addition, it can link device to a power sourceâ€¦. The
majority of them utilize USB cable. The cable can be used to transfer information from one

apparatus to another. In addition, it can connect device to a power supply for chargingâ€¦. Usb
Hub Wiring Diagram â€” There are lots of types of electronics available. The cable may be used
to transfer data from one device to another. It can also link device to a power source for
charging purpose. In addition, it can connect device toâ€¦. The cable can be utilized to transfer
information from 1 apparatus to another. In addition, it can connect device to a powerâ€¦. Skip
to content. It is having one webcam and 2 micro phones [Left and Right]. Chandra Sekhar K ,. I
too am a user. You're just interested in the leftmost four wires in the webcam connector. The
colors can be random but the order never changes. This one connects to the white USB wire.
The fourth wire is the 3. You can connect this directly to the red 5V wire from the USB cable but
if you want your camera to last a long time I'd consider adding some kind of step-down
converter to the power wires to make it 3. The rest of the wires are just for the microphones.
Hope that helps! The rest is the same. And Cam is working perfect on USB power. I used the
same wiring as "musmanali" Lubuntu doesn't recognize the camera. Windows recognizes the
camera, but reports failure to play the video suggestions?? There are device drivers. Thank
you! Browse Community. Turn on suggestions. Auto-suggest helps you quickly narrow down
your search results by suggesting possible matches as you type. Showing results for. Search
instead for. Did you mean:. Chandra Sekhar K 2 Bronze. All forum topics Previous Topic Next
Topic. Chandra Sekhar K , Unfortunately, this information is not available in my database. Elijah
C 1 Copper. Microphone wire configuration is requested I found the connectivity by scratching
the PCB Blue and Red wires 7, 4 go to Right and Left mic respectively The Green Wire 6 goes to
both side of the microphone Gray is still unknown but the microphone is not working any help?
MarianoT 1 Copper. I have managed to run the camera thanks to Elijah C. I hope this information
will help. Dell Support Resources. Usb Camera Wiring Diagram â€” There are lots of kinds of
electronic gadgets available on the market. Most of them use USB cable. The cable can be
utilized to transfer information from one apparatus to another. In addition, it can link device to a
power supply for charging purpose. The diagram to get USB cable can help when there is an
issue with it. Knowledge on representing elements of USB will assist consumer in finding out
that part that should be adjusted. For crafty users who want to build their own USBs, this
diagram will act as a principle. USB cable is known to be a serial bus. The cable is made up of
four threaded wires. The remaining two wires are for information signals. They are named as Dand D. Before learning Usb Camera Wiring Diagram , there is another thing to learn about this
cable. There are four types of data levels in USB cable. The initial one is Low Rate with transfer
rate about 1. Complete speed has transfer rate of about 12 Mbit per second There is also
Hi-Speed data transport speed about Mbit per second. The Super rate rate goes past that with
transfer speed of Mbit per second. According to Usb Camera Wiring Diagram , there are only
four wires used from the cable. Typically it uses black, green, white and red cable colours.
Black wire serves as ground, just like in any other apparatus. The red one is for sure wire with
DC ability of 5 liter. Green and white function as information wire with green indicates white and
negative as positive. Use the solid cables, rather than the stripped ones. Strip about a
centimeter from the endings. After that, cover the entire wires with big skillet tube. Each wire
should also be coated by smaller shrink tube. The next step is also critical in the practice of
creating USB cable. It is soldering the wires into the connector on a finish. Being as neat as you
can during this process is quite important. Based upon the Usb Camera Wiring Diagram , every
cable is totally insulated from one another. After the first end was finished, it is time to proceed
to the other one. First, the electric meter ought to be placed into Ohm setting. Match both ends
till the meter produces a noise that indicates
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circuit. Layer the cables with shrink tubing too. When the USB cable has been completely
created, now is the time to check this application. User can check whether the cable may help
charging digital apparatus that supports USB connection. Trying the cable out to look at its
information transfer capability can be highly suggested. In addition, it can help user building
their very own USB cable based on particular demands, such as rate and cable length.
Hopefully, this info will be put into a great use! Most of them utilize USB cable. The cable can be
utilized to transfer information from 1 apparatus to another. It can also link device toâ€¦. It can
also link device to a power source for charging functionâ€¦. Wiring Diagram Usb Camera â€”
There are numerous types of electronics on the market. The majority of them use USB cable.
The cable can be used to transfer data from 1 device to another. In addition, it can link device to
a power source forâ€¦. Gallery of Usb Camera Wiring Diagram.

